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Media Literacy

What do you see?Media includes any type of 
communication that reaches or 
influences people widely, and 
media literacy is an 
empowering skill that allows 
people to better analyze and 
interpret media messages. 
When you look at the media, 
what do people see? An ad is 
not only selling a product, it is 
also getting the ad and the 
product out for the world to 
hear. When customers see an 
ad, they can deconstruct it, 
which will help them 
understand the ad more and 
what they are trying to tell 
residents. When residents 
deconstruct an ad, they are 
breaking down the media into 
pieces. 

As soon as you see an ad, you are 
probably drawn in by its 
attention-grabbing visuals, so 
people pay attention to all the 
things that the ad is trying to say. 
When you see an ad, sometimes 
you are not seeing what you are 
thinking you are seeing. This is 
called media illusions. For example, 
milk can be disguised as glue and 
strawberries can be covered in 
lipstick. Media illusions are not only 
based on food; they can be based 
on looks in general. Some ads that 
are mainly toiletries and makeup 
will use “photoshopping” to make 
their models look perfect.

If  someone looks really closely they can discover a hidden message within 
the ad by deconstructing it. Recipients do not just see an ad on your 

television, anyone can find an ad almost everywhere in the world. There 
are so many types of ads, and you can find them in radio, television, 
phones, newspapers, magazines, songs, cartoons, and social media. 



Media to avoid is the media that parents won’t approve of you watching. Also, 
media to avoid is the media that is inappropriate using blood or violence. You may 
see a style of an ad that becomes comfortable to view because viewers have seen it 
so many times. Becoming comfortable with disturbing media is called 
desensitization. When you look at the media in the world, there are a lot of devices 
and technology that contain ads. For example, it is on radios, newspapers, phones, 
social media, magazines, websites, billboards, and more. 

Once you look at an ad, you should 
ask yourself some questions. For 
example, does this ad make sense? 
Does this ad have a meaning? What 
are they trying to make you do? 
What are they trying to tell you or 
sell you? Overall, media can come 
in many varieties and is almost 
everywhere you peek. Media can 
always have a way to find and catch 
your attention, and people don’t 
understand the true meaning of 
media until they become media 
literate.

Media Literacy



Advertising encourages people and customers 
to buy their products, services, and ideas. 

Advertising Facts

Advertising can 
draw amazing 
attention to your 
eyes, with a 
vibrant pop of 
color, maybe a 
hypnotizing 
design or maybe 
something or 
someone that is 
very attractive. 

Ads can be found anywhere, such as, tv, billboards, radios, 
streets, newspapers, magazines, and cities. Ads can 

sometimes be sneaky, and only show the positive side of 
their producer’s ad. Advertisers use special items to make 

the food or the item more appealing to you.
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When you think of ads and commercials do you really think of the history and the 
depth of it? Commercials have been found back then in the ruins of Pompeii and 
Arabia. Did you know that lost and found advertising was originally found in Ancient 
Greece and Rome? Indians started the tradition of wall painting in 4000 bc! Have you 
ever wondered who really started the trend of advertising? Well,  Londoner Thomas J 
Barratt is the modern father of advertising. He advertised Pears’ Soap. He also created 
slogans: “Good morning, Have you used Pears’ Soap?” 

There are many different types of 
advertising. Ads on TV mainly 
show up in breaks within shows 
for about 30 seconds, usually for 
products. An ad for a movie is a 
trailer. It says the date when the 
movie  comes out, and  in which 
theater or cinema. An ad for a 
website can have a pop up or 
banner ad--they can have still 
images or quick flash animations. 
When someone clicks on a 
website link, the owner and 
company of the website will get 
paid. Some other ads can be on a 
billboard that will show on 
highways and streets. Buses and 
taxis will have ads on them. 

Sports and programs will be in 
most ads. Advertisers use many 
techniques to catch people's eyes. 
Once customers see the ad, 
advertisers try to convince you to 
buy the product or idea. Ad 
makers may add some things to 
make their product look more 
appealing to you. They try to 
make it look so amazing, with 
humor or without, wanting the ad 
to get stuck in your head. Poor 
ads can sometimes say some 
things that they are not supposed 
to say about themselves or 
another brand. Overall, 
advertising has many different 
types and techniques to use to 
make you the target. They want 
you to notice them. 



Much of what you are seeing in advertisements 
translates to media illusions. Just because you see 
something on the internet or an advertisement, it 
does not mean it is true. You probably don’t notice, 
but advertisers can see what you are watching 
within social media. Then, once they see it, they will 
know what type of ads to pop up on you. When 
someone sees an ad they might have FOMO. FOMO 
stands for the fear of missing out. Some people will 
get nervous because they will not get the product 
they saw on their device. Some advertisers will lower 
the price to make residents want to buy their 
product, or so they can get more customers. Those 
people will appreciate and it will be like bait to a 
fisher. Advertisers will use the threat of scarcity and 
say, “You are losing your discount in 10 minutes.” 
Liars can be on media too! Some people will try to 
fake or act like someone else. For example, Facebook 
pixel is always watching over you and what you are 
watching. Don’t always think that media is not 
watching you. 

Advertisers have to develop a good 
name to catch customers’ attention. 
Some customers can have a strong 
trust toward a certain brand. When a 
customer gets a free product for 
buying an item from your company, 
they will automatically come back to 
buy some more. Advertising 
techniques are the absolute best way 
for some brands to reach out to 
customers.

  Media Illusions



When you use advertising techniques you have to use a combination of a few of 
them. Did you know that a three quarter view on a camera for advertising is 
meant for a person? An important thing about advertising is to remember in 
advertising techniques is to always remember the target market and 
understand what they will do best. Do you know that if a advertiser uses the 
wrong shade in their ad it will ruin the entire thing? It could also give off the 
wrong emotion. Colors can have a specific name because an ad uses it so much, 
Coca Cola Red, or Tiffany Blue. Here are a couple facts about models: When 
models look straight at you for an ad, it probably will not catch your attention. 
When models glance at something, you notice it. In an ad, you have to add 
something that is appealing, or add another thing to make it look real even 
though it is not. Put something there to make the viewer look at that certain 
point advertisers want you to see. Another technique advertisers use is to make 
the background blurry, so you will focus on the product in front of you.

Some facts about the brain is that the left side 
of the brain reads text and the right side of the 
brains sees pictures. So in an ad, the picture 
should always be on the bottom left. The text 
should always be on the top right corner. People 
are more likely to purchase a mug if it is faced 
to the right side, that is because most people 
are right handed. When you have a cereal to 
advertise,  put the utensil on the right side. Put 
shoes on a angle so the viewer can see. When 
you take photos of your product, always make 
sure that it is taken out of the packaging. Hold 
an item to make it look better. Don’t put 
someone or model looking at you for the ad, 
make them look at something else.

Advertising 
Techniques



At some point, people will feel the need to make a purchase at a place of 
business. Especially if the company offers a free gift, people will really want 
to buy that product. Advertisers always show attractive items or people in 
ads. They also make important words in large or bold letters. For example:  
Bold  Never use a long list of features within medicine ads, because it may 
get really boring for the viewer. Advertisers may list multiple features, but 
not too many to make your ad boring. When you are in an ad just say the 
statement, don’t add too many details. Talk about the usage. Say a action 
or have action inside your ad to grab people's attention. For example, the 
word “TRY IT”, does not seem very powerful. But the word “ DO IT” makes you 
want to just do whatever it is making you do. Always rhyme your slogan and 
tagline, to make it memorable, and to make it catchy. When you have a 
logo, it should always go on the right corner. In beauty, make longer lines to 
make it more clear, use pretty models, tell features or cons, and never show 
a fail in your campaign.

TRY IT vs. DO IT



   Different types of Ads/ Apps


